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This paper describes the self-assembly of hexagonal plates (with 2.7 mm wide sides) at the interface between
perfluorodecalin (PFD) and water. All 14 different hexagons that can be made by permuting the number and
location of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces were examined. The plates attracted one another by lateral
capillary forces involving the menisci on the hydrophilic faces. The plates were made of poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) containing aluminum oxide and had a density of 1.86 g/cm3, close to the density of PFD (F ) 1.91
g/cm3). This work complements a previous paper (Bowden, N.; Choi, I. S.; Grzybowski, B. A.; Whitesides,
G. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1999, 121, 5373) that examined the self-assembly of hexagonal plates of PDMS
(F ) 1.05 g/cm3) that had a density close to that of water, and were attracted through menisci on the hydrophobic
faces. The arrays that formed from the heavy (F ) 1.86 g/cm3) hexagons with a particular pattern of hydrophilic
faces were analogous to the arrays that formed from the light (F ) 1.05 g/cm3) hexagons with that pattern of
hydrophobic faces.

Introduction
This paper describes the self-assembly of small hexagonal
plates composed of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; F ) 1.05
g/cm3) containing Al2O3 sufficient to increase their density to
F ) 1.86 g/cm3, floating at the interface between perfluorodecalin (PFD; F ) 1.91 g/cm3) and H2O (F ) 1.00 g/cm3). We
have examined the assembly of all 14 different hexagonal plates
(which we will call “heavy” hexagons, F ) 1.86 g/cm3, to
distinguish them from unfilled or “light” hexagons of PDMS
without additives, F ) 1.05 g/cm3) that can be made by
permuting the number and position of the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic faces. These heavy hexagons assembled into ordered
arrays through interactions between menisci of water on the
hydrophilic faces. A previous paper has described the corresponding self-assembly of the 14 light hexagons; these hexagons
interacted primarily through the menisci of PFD on the
hydrophobic faces.1
The work described in this paper represents part of our initial
studies in the area of mesoscale self-assembly (MESA).1-11 In
MESA, objects self-assemble into ordered arrays or aggregates
through noncovalent forces; objects can be as small as several
nanometers (colloids) to as large as thousands of kilometers
(planets and stars).1,7,12 In MESA, we extend concepts from
molecular biology and molecular self-assembly to the mesoscopic range of sizes.13-18 Molecular self-assembly is an active
area of research with many accomplishments, but it is focused
on assembly of molecules with nanometer sizes. Methods that
extend self-assembly from molecules with nanometer sizes to
nonmolecular objects with sizes of tens of nanometers and more
would be welcome as potential approaches to new types of
materials and new methods of fabrication and assembly.
There are many examples of spherical or quasispherical
objects (from nanometer-sized colloids through micrometersized latex beads and millimeter-sized polyhedral objects) that
self-assemble into ordered arrays; most of these arrays have been
close-packed.19-44 We use nonspherical objects and directional
forces to provide a higher degree of control of the self-assembly
process. We have worked primarily with millimeter-sized objects

because they are easy to fabricate and characterize and the arrays
produced can be quickly analyzed. The ideas and methods that
are successful on the millimeter scale can be extended to the
nm- and µm-scale.20,22,23,25 This work has been extended to
assembling objects in three dimensions using capillary forces.3,6,8,9
MESA is an interesting field for several reasons. (i) MESA
offers a way of generating arrays that are difficult or impossible
to assemble otherwise. We believe that MESA will find uses
in the assembly of electrical components, photonic band gap
materials, membranes, and microelectromechanical systems
(MEMs). (ii) MESA is an additive process (material is added
to the array rather than removed, as is common in microfabrication of electronic devices). It is also error-correcting, and a
type of precision assembly. (iii) The parameters that affect selfassembly are easily controlled. We can therefore study how each
parameter affects the outcome of the assembly. (iv) MESA can
serve as a physical realization of lattice models sometimes used
to model biological systems (e.g., protein-ligand and DNADNA interactions).4
Our objective in this work was to test the hypothesis that the
structures of the arrays that assembled from light hexagons
interacting through menisci on a particular configuration of
hydrophobic faces would be similar to the arrays that assembled
from heaVy hexagons interacting through menisci on the same
configuration of hydrophilic faces. By changing the density of
the hexagons from slightly more dense (1.05 g/cm3) than water
to slightly less dense (1.86 g/cm3) than PFD, and by interchanging the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces, we expected that
we would generate sets of menisci on heavy hexagons with a
particular configuration of hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces
(that is, of positive and negative menisci) that were similar to
the sets of menisci on the light hexagons with the positive and
negative menisci interchanged (Figure 1).20,22,23 Because of the
similarity on the heavy and light hexagons of the menisci with
the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces switched, we expect the
heavy hexagons to assemble into arrays analogous to the arrays
the light hexagons assembled into. This paper describes the
assembly of the 14 different hexagons that can be made by
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Figure 1. (a) The light hexagons (F ) 1.05 g/cm3) are attracted by capillary forces through positive menisci; these hexagons are pulled into the
interface by vertical capillary forces. The strength of the capillary forces depends on the density of the hexagons and the pattern of hydrophobic
and hydrophilic faces. The light [0] hexagons barely perturb the interface and interact weakly. The light [1,2,3,4,5,6] hexagons have large positive
menisci and interact strongly. (b) The heavy hexagons (F ) 1.86 g/cm3) are attracted by capillary forces through negative menisci; these hexagons
are pulled out of the interface by vertical capillary forces. The heavy [0] hexagons have large negative menisci and interact strongly. The heavy
[1,2,3,4,5,6] hexagons barely perturb the interface and interact weakly. The thick lines and dark faces indicate hydrophobic faces; the thin lines
indicate hydrophilic faces. The dotted lines show the level of the PFD/H2O interface far from the objects.

Figure 2. The 14 different hexagons that can be made by permuting
the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces on both light and heavy
hexagons. The thick lines indicate hydrophobic faces; the thin lines
indicate hydrophilic faces. We note the presence of a Cn axis of
symmetry perpendicular to the hexagonal face. Hexagons with a Cn
(n > 1) axis have a symmetric distribution of hydrophilic faces and
float parallel to the interface. We postulate (and demonstrate) that the
heavy hexagons form the same types of arrays as will light hexagons
with the pattern of hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces interchanged
(e.g., the light [1] hexagons and the heavy [1,2,3,4,5] hexagons).

permuting the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces and compares
structures formed on self-assembly of each of these heavy
hexagons with the structures formed on self-assembly of the
light hexagons with interchanged patterns of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic faces (that is, hydrophobic faces on light hexagons
would correspond to hydrophilic faces on heavy hexagons;
Figure 2). In general, this hypothesis is confirmed by the
experimental data, albeit with instructive differences between
light and heavy hexagons.

Nomenclature. As in previous papers, we label the hydrophobic faces as numbers in parentheses.1 For example, a
[1,2,3,4] hexagon has four adjacent faces that are hydrophobic;
the other two faces are hydrophilic. When we discuss a
hydrophobic face, we place the number of the face in square
brackets (i.e., the [2] face of a [1,2,3,4] hexagon). When we
discuss a hydrophilic face, we do not use brackets (i.e., the 5
face of a [1,2,3,4] hexagon). For all of the hexagons, the top
hexagonal face is hydrophilic and the bottom hexagonal face is
hydrophobic.
Capillary Forces for Menisci on Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Faces of Heavy Hexagons. There are two types of
menisci on the faces. We call menisci of PFD that wet the
hydrophobic faces “positive” menisci; the PFD in the menisci
is above the mean plane of the interface. We call menisci of
H2O that wet the hydrophilic faces “negative” menisci; the water
in the menisci is below the mean plane of the interface (Figure
1).
The equations describing the capillary forces between the
objects have two contributions to the energy: (i) the energy
decreases when the area at the PFD/H2O interface decreases;
(ii) the energy decreases when the liquid in the menisci is
released to return to the level of the interface.20,45,46 Each
interface has a characteristic free energy that is higher than the
bulk free energy of the liquid; the interfacial free energy of the
PFD/H2O interface is 0.050 J m-2.47 The formation of menisci
increases the area at the interface and raises the energy of the
system; when the menisci are eliminated (for example, when
two faces with similar menisci approach one another) the free
energy of the system is lowered. The formation of menisci raises
the average height of the interface by either raising the PFD
above the mean plane of the interface (for positive menisci) or
lowering H2O below the mean plane of the interface (for
negative menisci). When menisci are eliminated, the liquid in
the menisci is released, the mean level of the PFD/H2O interface
is lowered, and the gravitational energy of the system is lowered.
Positive and negative menisci are treated the same by the
equations describing the capillary forces. Thus, two positive
menisci interact as strongly as two negative menisci of similar
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Figure 3. The three interactions between menisci at the interface. (a)
A positive meniscus is attracted to a positive meniscus, and (b) a
negative meniscus is attracted to a negative meniscus. (c) A positive
meniscus is repelled by a negative meniscus. The thick lines indicate
hydrophobic faces; thin lines indicate hydrophilic faces.

size and shape. It is because of this similarity that we expect
the heavy hexagons to assemble through negative menisci into
arrays analogous to those formed by the light hexagons through
positive menisci.
The height of the menisci follow an exponential decay with
a decay length of approximately 1.2 mm.1 (The decay length is
the distance from a face over which the height of the menisci
decreases to 1/e or 36% of its maximum value.) Thus, faces
that are in proximity, but not in contact, can interact through
their menisci over distances of several millimeters.
We examined hexagons (2.7 mm on a face and 1.0-1.2 mm
thick) with densities of 1.05 and 1.86 g/cm3. The hexagons with
densities of 1.86 g/cm3 tended to float with their center of mass
below the level of the PFD/H2O interface far from the hexagons.
For these hexagons, the positive menisci were small compared
to the thickness of the hexagons, and the forces between two
positive menisci were weak. The negative menisci were, in
general, much larger than the positive menisci, and the forces
between two negative menisci were strong (Figure 1b). These
hexagons tended to assemble into arrays based on the interactions between the negative menisci. The hexagons with densities
of 1.05 g/cm3 tended to float with their center of mass above
the level of the interface far from the hexagons. For these
hexagons, the heights of the negative menisci (relative to the
mean plane of the PFD/H2O interface) were small compared to
the thickness of the hexagons, and the forces between two
interacting negative menisci were weak. The positive menisci
were, in general, much larger than the negative menisci, and
the forces between two interacting positive menisci were strong
(Figure 1a). These hexagons tended to assemble into arrays
based on the interactions between the positive menisci.
For both light and heavy hexagons, the menisci follow the
general rule that “like menisci attract, unlike menisci repel”.
When two negative (or two positive) menisci approach one
another, the area of the PFD/H2O interface is decreased, the
energy is lowered, and the objects come into contact (parts a
and b of Figure 3). When a positive meniscus approaches a
negative meniscus, the area of the PFD/H2O interface is
increased, the energy is increased, and the objects move away
from one another (Figure 3c). The hexagons can approach one
another from any angle; the faces move laterally with respect
to one another to maximize the overlap of their menisci.
The form of the potential functions describing these interactions is not well understood due to limitations in our ability to
model the menisci on arbitrary faces.1,2,20-25 Work by us and
others on model systems (such as two infinitely long faces
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Figure 4. The surface tension, γ, can be broken into vertical, γ⊥, and
horizontal, γ|, components. The vertical component pulls the face into
or out of the PFD/H2O interface depending on the direction of the force.

interacting with one another or two cylinders interacting with
one another) indicates that the energy of interaction between
two negative menisci (or two positive menisci) decreases
monotonically as they approach one another. Also, the energy
of interaction between a positive meniscus and a negative
meniscus increases monotonically as they approach one another.
The case of a positive meniscus interacting with a negative
meniscus is further complicated since we do not understand what
happens to the contours of the menisci at very close separations
(less than 1 mm); the menisci may start to dewet from the faces
of the objects. Experimentally, an object with a negative
meniscus repels an object with a positive meniscus at all
separations; there does not appear to be an energy barrier to
overcome, instead the energy appears to increase as the
separation between the menisci decreases. We do not know the
form of the potential energy functions for these interactions;
we are only able to generalize about interactions between
menisci.
Comparison Between Arrays Assembled from Light
Hexagons (G ) 1.05 g/cm3) and Heavy Hexagons (G ) 1.86
g/cm3). The arrays that assembled from the light hexagons have
been described in detail.1 In this paper, we report the arrays
that assembled from the heavy hexagons and we compare the
arrays that assembled from the light and heavy hexagons (Figure
2). Pictures of arrays assembled from all of the different types
of heavy and light hexagons are included in the paper. The
pictures show representatiVe arrays in each assembly, not the
most ordered arrays. Beneath each picture, we show a schematic
of the arrays to show the pattern of the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic faces on the hexagons. All of the hexagons had the
same dimensions for the length of a face; the hexagons are not
all the same size in the figures due to differences in cropping
of the original optical micrographs. In some figures, the
hexagons have dark and light faces; the dark faces are
hydrophobic and the light faces are hydrophilic.
Noncentrosymmetric Hexagons are Tilted at the Interface.
Hexagons with a noncentrosymmetric pattern of hydrophobic
faces have a noncentrosymmetric patterns of vertical capillary
forces (Figure 4). These hexagons are tilted with respect to the
interface. Some hexagons are tilted far enough to largely bury
a face or vertex into the interface. We measured the tilt angles
of the heavy and light hexagons using a procedure described
elsewhere (Table 1).1 We emphasize that the light and heavy
hexagons (with the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces interchanged) are tilted at the same angle.
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TABLE 1: Tilt Angles, r, for the 1.2 mm Thick Hexagonsa

a
The uncertainities were standard deviations of at least 25 measurements on different hexagons.

Figure 5. PDMS was cured around a brass hexagonal rod. The rod
was removed from the cured PDMS leaving a hexagonal mold in the
PDMS. The PDMS mold was oxidized in a plasma cleaner, and the
surface of the oxidized PDMS was silanized with Cl3SiCH2CH2(CF2)5CF3 (United Chemical Technologies). PDMS with Al2O3 dispersed in
it was added to the mold and cured. The PDMS/Al2O3 hexagonal rod
was removed from the mold and dyed by soaking overnight in CH2Cl2
with Sudan red 7B or crystal violet.

Experimental Section
Fabrication of the Hexagons. The fabrication of the
hexagons followed procedures described previously; here, we
note three characteristics (Figure 5).1 (i) The hexagons had edges
that were 2.7 mm wide; the hexagons were between 1.0 and
1.2 mm thick. (ii) The density of the hexagons was adjusted by
adding Al2O3. We used 1.45 g of Al2O3 per 1.00 g of PDMS to
fabricate the hexagonal rods with a density of 1.86 g/cm3. (iii)
Selected faces of the hexagons were colored for some experiments using procedures described previously.1 These hexagons
were used to characterize the orientation of hexagons in the
arrays unambiguously, especially the partly ordered and disordered arrays.
The faces were made hydrophilic by oxidation in a plasma
cleaner (5 min at medium on a Harrick PDC-23G).48,49 Faces
that were to remain hydrophobic were protected from oxidation
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by coating the faces with a thick layer of PDMS. In previous
work, tape was used to protect the faces on the light hexagons
from oxidation. We observed that tape did not protect the faces
on the heavy hexagons from oxidation as well as the PDMS
coating, so a new method was used (Figure 6). After coating
selected faces with a thick (approximately 1-5 mm thick) layer
of PDMS, the hexagonal PDMS was oxidized in an oxygen
plasma that rendered the exposed surfaces hydrophilic. The
protective PDMS layer was removed by peeling from the faces
after oxidation; these faces were hydrophobic. The ends of the
rods were cut with a razor blade into individual hexagonal plates.
The plates were placed at the PFD/H2O interface manually with
tweezers.
Fabrication of Hexagons with a Thin Layer of PDMS on
the Faces. For some experiments, we wished to have a thin
layer of PDMS coating the hexagons. Two methods were used
to fabricate hexagons with a PDMS coating. In one method, a
long (8 cm) hexagonal rod of PDMS/Al2O3 was dipped into
uncured PDMS and hung in an oven at 60 °C to cure. Most of
the PDMS dripped off of the rod; after curing, the PDMS coating
was 70 µm thick at the center of a face, and 5 µm thick at the
edge between faces. In the second method, PDMS was added
to the inside of the hexagonal mold used to fabricate the rods.
The molds were hung in the oven at 60 °C and the PDMS was
allowed to drip out of them. The PDMS was cured until it was
sticky and did not flow; the inside of the mold was coated with
a thin layer of partially cured PDMS. Next, PDMS/Al2O3 was
added to the mold and cured. The PDMS was 5 µm thick at the
center of a face and 120 µm thick at an edge between faces.
Both of these hexagons had densities of 1.86 g/cm3, within the
limits of our ability to measure the densities.
Agitation. The hexagons were agitated on an orbital shaker
with a diameter of rotation of approximately 2.5 cm at a fixed
frequency of rotation, ω (s-1), in a clockwise direction when
viewed from the top. The frequency of rotation could be adjusted
for each assembly. Approximately 80-100 hexagons were used
in each assembly. The hexagons were placed in a dish (14.5
cm in diameter) coated with PDMS to make it hydrophobic;
150 mL of PFD and 250 mL of H2O were added. The dish was
made hydrophobic to repel the hexagons (the positive meniscus
on the dish repels the negative menisci on the hexagons) when
they approached the edge of the dish. Each assembly was
agitated for a period of time (typically 1 h at ω ) 1.0-1.2
s-1), the agitation was stopped, the dish was gently placed on
a white background, and the arrays were photographed. The
dish was placed on the orbital shaker, the hexagons were
separated from the arrays with tweezers, and the dish was
agitated again. Each set of hexagons was agitated at least 10
times, and each experiment was repeated at least once with a
new set of hexagons (for a total of at least 20 assemblies for
each type of hexagon).
The light and heavy hexagons responded differently to the
agitation. The light hexagons aggregated in the center of the
dish at all frequencies of agitation up to the highest (ω ) 1.5
s-1). Above ω ) 1.5 s-1, bubbles of PFD formed at the PFD/
H2O interface and disrupted the assembly. The assemblies of
the light hexagons were usually complete in 30-60 min at
ω ) 1.5 s-1. The heavy hexagons aggregated primarily in the
center of the dish at low rates of agitation (ω < 1.0 s-1); at
intermediate rates of agitation (ω ) 1.0-1.2 s-1), they aggregated both along the edge of the dish and at its center; at
high rates of agitation (ω > 1.2 s-1), they aggregated exclusively
along the edge of the dish. The heavy hexagons aggregated along
the edge of the dish at some rates of agitation because their
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Figure 6. The 1 and 3 faces on long hexagonal rods of PDMS/Al2O3 were taped. PDMS was poured on the exposed face between the taped faces
and cured. The tape was removed. The hexagonal rod was cut into smaller pieces (∼5 mm in length). The rod was oxidized in a plasma cleaner,
the PDMS coating was removed, and the ends of the rods were cut into individual hexagons. The hexagons were immediately placed at the PFD/
H2O interface.

TABLE 2: Advancing and Receeding Contact Angles of
PFD on PDMS and PDMS/Al2O3, Measured While
Immersed in Watera
PDMS

θPFD
(deg)
a

θPFD
(deg)
r

undyed PDMS
blue PDMS
red PDMS
undyed PDMS/Al2O3
blue PDMS/Al2O3
red PDMS/Al2O3

41
51
62
71
76
75

36
41
42
38
34
32

a The PDMS was dyed blue by soaking in CH Cl with crystal violet
2 2
overnight. The PDMS was dyed red by soaking in CH2Cl2 containing
Sudan red 7B overnight.

density and mass are greater than that of the light hexagons.
The heavy hexagons experienced higher centripetal forces than
the light hexagons; these forces cause them to move along the
edge of the dish at high rates of agitation.
The hexagons were not, in general, in contact with the dish;
they tended to aggregate farther than 1 cm from the edge of the
dish. Occasionally the arrays and individual hexagons collided
with the wall of the dish; these collisions could break arrays
apart. The hexagons along the edge of the dish were agitated
by higher shear forces than the hexagons in the center of the
dish and by collisions with the dish.
Contact Angles. We measured the contact angles of PFD
under water (Table 2). To get reproducible results, we used flat
slabs of PDMS. Briefly, we poured PDMS (with 1.45 g of Al2O3
per 1.00 g of PDMS dispersed in it) onto a silicon wafer in a
Petri dish. The PDMS/Al2O3 was cured in an oven and removed.
The PDMS/Al2O3 was left undyed, dyed in CH2Cl2 with crystal
violet, or dyed in CH2Cl2 with Sudan red 7B. The PDMS/Al2O3
was washed with CH2Cl2 twice and dried in an oven (60 °C for
3 days) before measuring the contact angles.
Results and Discussion
Arrays of Heavy Hexagons Melt on Strong Agitation;
Arrays of Light Hexagons Do Not. The arrays that assembled
from the heavy hexagons “melted” at high rates of agitation.
When ω reached a critical value, the arrays rapidly (∼10 s)
dissociated into individual hexagons. The melting happened at
a sharply defined rate of agitation ((0.1 s-1) for each set of

hexagons (with the exception of the [0] hexagons). All of the
hexagons melted at ωm ) 1.2-1.3 s-1, except the [0] hexagon
which had a melting point range of ωm ) 0.7-1.1 s-1. At the
low melting points (ωm ) 0.7 s-1), the [0] hexagons were
agitated along the whole dish. The hexagons along the edge of
the dish melted, but those in the center did not melt. At the
high melting points (ωm ) 1.1 s-1), all of the [0] hexagons
were distributed centrifugally along the edge of the dish and
melted. We characterized the melting points of the open and
closed arrays of the [1,4] hexagons. The open array melted at
ωm ) 1.2 s-1; the closed array melted at ωm ) 1.3 s-1.
The light hexagons did not melt. The arrays formed from
them were stable to the highest rates of agitation we could
practically use (ω ) 1.5 s-1); at higher values of ω, the systems
began to form bubbles and drops of PFD at the PFD/H2O
interface and no longer gave useful results. The light hexagons
did not melt because they remained in the center of the dish at
all rates of agitation that we used; the shear forces were the
weakest in the center of the dish. The heavy hexagons melted
because they were agitated along the edge of the dish at high
rates of agitation; the shear forces were strongest along the edge
of the dish.
Ordered Arrays: [0], [1,4], [1,2], [1,3,5], [1,2,3,4], [1,2,4,5],
and [1,2,3,4,5] Hexagons. These hexagons assembled into
arrays that were similar to the arrays that assembled from the
light hexagons; Table 3 and Figures 7, 8, 10, and 11 compare
these sets of arrays. Three types of heavy hexagons, the [1,4],
[1,2,3,4], and [1,2,3,4,5] hexagons, formed, in addition to the
arrays predicted by analogy with those formed by the corresponding light hexagons, new structures not observed with the
light hexagons.
[1,4] Hexagons. These hexagons assembled into a mixture
of open and closed arrays at low rates of agitation (ω ) 0.83
s-1; Figure 8b). As the agitation was increased, more hexagons
assembled into closed arrays and fewer into open arrays; at
ω ) 1.2 s-1 only closed arrays formed (Figure 8c). Open arrays
that were initially assembled at ω ) 0.83 s-1 broke apart and
reassembled into closed arrays at ω ) 1.2 s-1. The closed arrays,
once formed, were stable at all rates of agitation that we
examined.
The preference for the open array at low rates of agitation
depended on the stabilities of the two possible dimers that can
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TABLE 3: Arrays Formed by the Light and Heavy Hexagons

be assembled by interactions between the hydrophilic faces
(Figure 9). Two hexagons placed in the orientation that led to
the closed array (the hexagons were manipulated manually with

tweezers) moved spontaneously relative to the one another
(Figure 9a). Two hexagons placed in the orientation that led to
the open array were stable (Figure 9b); this orientation was
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Figure 7. The ordered arrays formed from the heavy [0], [1,2], [1,3,5],
and [1,2,4,5] hexagons and light [1,2,3,4,5,6], [1,2,3,4], [1,3,5], and
[1,4] hexagons. The column on the right contains the heavy hexagons,
the column on the left contains the light hexagons. Dark faces on the
light [1,2,3,4] and [1,4] and heavy [1,2] hexagons indicate hydrophobic
faces, and light faces indicate hydrophilic faces.

favored. We believe that the difference in stabilities of the
dimers of the hexagons favored the open array; the extended
array that ultimately formed was thus a kinetic product.
We believe that at high rates of agitation the shear forces
favored the closed array. The open array was stable up to
ωm ) 1.2 s-1, but the closed array was stable at rates of agitation
up to ωm ) 1.3 s-1. There are at least two reasons why the
closed array might be more stable than the open array. (i) The
closed array packed more densely than the open array; there
were more interactions between the hexagons in the closed than
the open array. (ii) The closed array was stable when the
hexagons moved slightly apart at high rates of agitation. At high
rates of agitation, the arrays expanded and contracted; the closed
array was stable but the open array was unstable to this agitation.
[1,2,3,4] Hexagons. These hexagons assembled predominately
(90-100% of hexagons) into trimers (as predicted by analogy
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with the light [1,2] hexagons) although 0-10% of the hexagons
also formed lines (not predicted by analogy with the light [1,2]
hexagons; Figure 10).
Why did the [1,2,3,4] hexagons occasionally assemble into
lines? A possible explanation lies in their response to agitation.
It is possible that the agitation momentarily changes the tilt of
the hexagons with respect to the PFD/H2O interface and make
the negative menisci smaller and the positive menisci larger.
The heavy hexagons assemble farther from the center of the
dish than the light hexagons; this difference in location on the
dish and the shear forces may temporarily alter the tilt of the
hexagons. We do not understand how stable the tilts of the
hexagons are at the interface over short periods of time (on the
time frame of seconds), or how small changes in the tilt angle
could affect the preference for the lines or trimers.
Another origin of the difference in behavior of heavy [1,2,3,4]
and light [1,2] hexagons (and others) may lie in the difference
in their wettability. We carried out four experiments to compare
wettabilities of heavy and light hexagons. (i) We measured the
contact angles of PFD under H2O on these surfaces (Table 2).
The advancing contact angle was higher for the PDMS with
Al2O3 than for the PDMS without Al2O3. The heavy hexagons
do not support the menisci of PFD as well as the light hexagons.
(ii) We assembled white/undyed heavy hexagons that had a
smaller advancing contact angle for the PFD than the blue or
red heavy hexagons. The results of the assembly were the same
as with the colored heavy hexagons. Thus, we wished to
assemble hexagons that had faces with a lower contact angle
of PFD on the hydrophobic faces that could be fabricated from
only the PDMS/Al2O3 hexagonal rods. (iii) We removed the
hexagons that had assembled into lines and placed them in a
new dish with a fresh PFD/H2O interface. Both dishes were
agitated; and several hexagons that had assembled into trimers
reassembled into lines in the original dish; the hexagons that
had initially assembled into lines reassembled into trimers in
the second dish. We repeated this experiment a number of times
with the same results. These experiments demonstrated that the
lines assembled from representative hexagons and were not due
to a few defective hexagons. (iv) We used the hexagons that
had a thin layer of PDMS on the faces (see the Experimental
Section). These hexagons had the same contact angles for PFD
and water as the light hexagons. These hexagons were patterned
into [1,2,3,4] hexagons; both sets of hexagons assembled almost
exclusively into lines. This experiment demonstrated that very
small changes in the hexagonal plates can favor the lines over
the trimers.
The differences in contact angles of PFD on the hydrophobic
faces of the light and heavy hexagons could lead to the formation
of some lines due to incomplete wetting of PFD on the
hydrophobic faces. If the positive menisci slightly dewet from
the [1] and [4] faces, the vertical capillary forces pushing the
hexagons into the interface would be weakened, and thus the
hydrophilic faces would be pushed out of the interface, and the
size of the negative menisci on the hydrophilic faces would
decrease.
We do not fully understand why a small number (0-10%)
of the hexagons assembled into lines. From the experiments, it
is clear that small changes in the hexagons have a large effect
on the outcome of the assembly. We offer two possible
explanations for the difference in the assembly of the heavy
and light hexagons; we cannot determine what explanation is
correct.
[1,2,3,4,5] Hexagons. These hexagons assembled into dimers
and a few (<10% of the hexagons) trimers (Figure 11). Both
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Figure 8. (a) The light [1,2,4,5] hexagons assembled exclusively into an open array. (b) The heavy [1,4] hexagons assembled into a mixture of
open and closed arrays at low rates of agitation (ω ) 0.83 s-1). (c) At higher rates of agitation (ω ) 1.2 s-1) these hexagons assembled into closed
arrays. The dark faces on the hexagons in (b) and (c) are the hydrophobic faces, the light faces are the hydrophilic faces.

Figure 9. (a) Two heavy [1,4] hexagons were placed in this
configuration by hand using tweezers; they spontaneously moved
relative to one another due to the proximity of the positive and negative
menisci (indicated by the stars) on the faces that were close but not in
contact. The decay length of the menisci was approximately one-half
the width of a face; faces that were close interacted through capillarity.
This configuration of hexagons was disfavored at low rates of agitation.
(b) Two heavy [1,4] hexagons were placed in this configuration by
hand using tweezers. The faces that were close, but not in contact, had
similar menisci. The hexagons did not move relative to one another.
This configuration was favored at low rates of agitation.

arrays assembled through interactions between the 6 faces. The
trimers assembled in the center of the dish where the agitation
was the weakest, and the interacting faces were the hydrophilic
faces.
Partly Ordered Arrays: [1,3], [1,2,4], [1,2,5], [1,2,3], and
[1,2,3,5] Hexagons. These hexagons assembled as predicted
based on analogy with the arrays that assembled from the light
hexagons (Table 3; Figures 12 and 13). The structures of the
arrays were the same for the analogous light and heavy
hexagons.
[1,2,3] Hexagons. We noticed a difference in the assemblies
of the light and heavy hexagons. The light hexagons assembled
into dimers, trimers, tetramers, lines, and cyclic hexamers
(Figure 13a). The heavy hexagons also assembled into arrays
analogous to the light hexagons, and also formed more and
larger cyclic arrays (Figure 13b).
The stability of the larger cyclic arrays is consistent with the
capillary forces at the PFD/H2O interface. We do know that

Figure 10. (a) The light [1,2] hexagons assembled exclusively into
trimers. (b) The heavy [1,2,3,4] hexagons assembled into trimers and
lines (indicated with an arrow).

the faces of the hexagons do not have to be in contact for a
favorable interaction to exist, for example, the lines in Figure
13 interact through the vertexes. The hexagons in the larger
cyclic arrays, though not in contact, can still interact through
capillarity because the decay length of the menisci is approximately 1.2 mm.
Disordered Arrays: [1] and [1,2,3,4,5,6] Hexagons. The
assemblies formed by the [1] and [1,2,3,4,5,6] heavy hexagons
were those predicted by analogy with the arrays of the light
hexagons (Table 3 and Figure 14). The [1] hexagons assembled
into disordered arrays with the two general trends for the
assemblies as shown in Table 3. The [1,2,3,4,5,6] hexagons were
pulled into the interface by gravity and the vertical capillary
forces, and only small positive menisci were present. These
menisci were too small, and the capillary forces associated with
them too weak, to assemble the hexagons into ordered arrays.
Conclusions
The Heavy Hexagons Assembled into Arrays Analogous
to those Formed by Light Hexagons with an Interchanged
Pattern of Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Faces. We have
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Figure 11. (a) The light [1] hexagons assembled exclusively into
dimers. (b) The heavy [1,2,3,4,5] hexagons assembled into dimers and
(<10%) trimers. The one trimer in the figure is indicated with an arrow.

demonstrated that the heavy and light hexagons having hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces self-assemble into arrays with
analogous structures. For some hexagons we noticed small
differences in the final arrays between analogous heavy and light
hexagons. The origins of these differences are not clear, although
they are largely understandable based on the differences in the
contact angles of PFD on the faces of the heavy and light
hexagons, and on the differences in the ways in which the heavy
and light hexagons respond to the agitation (i.e., the heavy
hexagons experience higher shear forces than the light hexagons,
so arrays can be broken apart more easily for heavy than light
hexagons). We tried to test these explanations by assembling
hexagons with a thin (<120 µm thick) layer of PDMS on the
heavy hexagons, removing the hexagons that did not assemble
as predicted and placing them into a separate dish and agitating
it, and assembling undyed heavy hexagons. It was not possible
to estimate the relative importance of these two effects; small
changes to the system could have large effects. Although there
were small differences in the arrays of the heavy and light
hexagons, the important and interesting aspects of the arrays
were similar.
There are two significance aspects of this work. (i) It shows
that objects can assemble using either positive or negative
menisci, and with equal and high predictability. (ii) It demonstrates that it is possible to predict the structure of aggregates
and outlines some of the parameters affecting self-assembly.
This study supports the hypothesis that self-assembly results
from capillary interactions between menisci with matching
contours. The arrays assembled in a way that juxtaposed faces
on the heavy hexagons that matched the contours of the negative
menisci; similar observations describe the patterns of aggregation of the light hexagons. The contours of the menisci provided
directionality to the assembly; ordered arrays assembled based
on these interactions.
The Melting Points Were Similar For All But the [0]
Hexagons. The phase transition between ordered arrays and
individual hexagons at the PFD/H2O interface is an interesting
phenomenon. It is related on some level to the solid to gas or
liquid to gas phase change for molecules. The melting point
for each type of hexagon was ωm ) 1.2-1.3 s-1, except for
the [0] hexagons which had a melting point range of ωm )
0.7-1.1 s-1. At the melting point, the hexagons were agitated
along the edge of the dish so strongly that the capillary forces
were too weak to keep the hexagons in contact. Because the

Figure 12. The arrays that assembled from the heavy [1,3], [1,2,4],
[1,2,5], and [1,2,3,5] hexagons and the light [1,2,3,5], [1,2,5], [1,2,4],
and [1,3] hexagons are shown. The right column contains the heavy
hexagons and the left column contains the light hexagons.

light hexagons assembled only in the center of the dish, where
the shear forces were weakest, they did not melt. It is noteworthy
that the melting points were similar for a wide range of
hexagons.
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